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Grief: A Hero’s Journey 

 

Grief is not organized. It’s not an emotion that can be neatly wrapped, tied, delivered, 

and discarded. Rather, grief is a messy, chaotic, monster. It can make your skin crawl while your 

insides are numb. For Amitava Kumar, grief is not simply emotion, but a very surreal 

undertaking.  

 In his essay “Pyre,” Kumar relies on anecdotes, dense metaphors, and simple language 

to paint a picture of just how bizarre and disorienting the loss of his mother is. His descriptions 

create foggy, surreal images in the minds of readers, like when he describes seeing his dead 

mother in an aluminum box. “A square glass window on its cover allowed a view of Ma’s face. 

Her head was resting on a thin yellow pillow with a red flower print. Bits of cotton had been 

stuffed into her nostrils.”  

 Weaved into his notes on coping during the days that accompanied her funeral, Kumar 

provides detailed descriptions of class in India and sacred Hindu rituals. His culture subtly 

handed him a roadmap for navigating grief, illustrated by his realizations that the irrational 

rituals he participated in were meant to make sense of death. As Kumar moves through each 

step in the funeral process, from the time he arrives, to the moment that he stands before his 

mother’s funeral pyre, he fluctuates between saying sterile “mother,” and tender “Ma.” In this 

quiet way, how he names his mother illuminates the internal struggle to accept that her soul 

has left her body.  

 While Hindu rituals comfort him, tension and dissonance accompany Kumar throughout 

the essay. He begins to accept his mother’s soul moving on, then faces the reality of lighting her 



body on fire. Earlier, he looks on in annoyance as his father speaks casually to their barber, 

showing no sign of his own despair. This motion of tension and acceptance, and hanging in the 

balance between the two, is a drum beat behind Kumar’s storytelling. He watches the marriage 

ritual and finds comfort in his culture, and then explores his own feelings of alienation. Through 

the anthropology anecdote about the boy discovering his father’s funeral in a textbook, Kumar 

expresses his gratitude for being present, but his 30 years away from home left him feeling like 

a stranger. Now, he must say goodbye to his mother, the ultimate source of his roots.  

 In the very first paragraph, Kumar says, “Grief makes you a stranger to yourself and I 

was struck by this person that I saw pierced with loss. I was taking notes so that I could 

remember who I was in those days following my mother’s death.” Rather than telling us who 

this stranger was, Kumar shows his insides, employing a numb, gloomy tone and intimate 

anecdotes. His rich depictions of culture and class unmask the truth that despite death’s 

objective normality, it is subjectively abnormal. In his goodbye to “Ma,” Kumar is the hero, 

completing his touching rendering of an unequivocally human odyssey.  

 
 


